Conformity Assessment Process

Before placing a civil explosive on the market a manufacturer must:

1. Pre-conformity
   - Draw up technical documentation

2. Submit for conformity assessment

3. Conformity Process
   - Mandatory: Module B - type conformity
     (this includes providing technical and design documentation)
     and, at the choice of the manufacturer, one of the following:
     - Module C2 – conformity to type
     - Module D – Production quality assurance
     - Module E – Product quality assurance
     - Module F – product verification
     or
     - Module G – Unit verification

4. Bring explosives into conformity

5. In conformity
   - Yes

6. Post Conformity
   - Draw up the Declaration of Conformity
   - Affix the CE mark (to the civil explosive or documentation as appropriate)
   - Ensure the civil explosive bears a type, batch, or serial number to enable it to be identified
   - Include the manufacturer’s name, registered trade name/trade mark, and a single postal address
   - Ensure the civil explosive is accompanied by instructions and safety information in a language which can be easily understood by end-users and the MSA